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Abstract This paper introduces a neural network and
natural language processing approach to predict the
outcome of crowdfunding startup pitches using text,
speech, and video metadata in 20,188 crowdfunding
campaigns. Our study emphasizes the need to under-
stand crowdfunding from an investor’s perspective. Lin-
guistic styles in crowdfunding campaigns that aim to
trigger excitement or are aimed at inclusiveness are
better predictors of campaign success than firm-level
determinants. At the contrary, higher uncertainty per-
ceptions about the state of product development may
substantially reduce evaluations of new products and
reduce purchasing intentions among potential funders.
Our findings emphasize that positive psychological lan-
guage is salient in environments where objective infor-
mation is scarce and where investment preferences are
taste based. Employing enthusiastic language or show-
ing the product in action may capture an individual’s
attention. Using all technology and design-related
crowdfunding campaigns launched on Kickstarter, our
study underscores the need to align potential consumers’
expectations with the visualization and presentation of
the crowdfunding campaign.
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1 Introduction
“Our inviolable uniqueness lies in our poetic
ability to say unique and obscure things, not in
our ab i l i t y t o say obv iou s t h i ng s t o
ourselves”—(Rorty 1979, 123)
Over the past years, crowdfunding is increasingly
chosen as a gateway to overcome the financial bottle-
neck for early-stage ventures and new venture develop-
ment processes. In crowdfunding, many small investors
can contribute to a proposed new product before the
product hits the market. Contributions can range from a
few dollars to substantial investments into high-
technology tools. The financial vehicle has been excep-
tionally well perceived in areas such as 3D printing,
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virtual reality, do-it-yourself electronics, or wearables,
and may also foreshadow more general demands in
these industries (Mollick 2014b; Allison et al. 2015;
Ahlers et al. 2015; Kaminski et al. 2017). Despite
crowdfunding backers exhibiting expert-like expertise
in technological areas, backers are plagued by uncer-
tainty surrounding campaign feasibili ty and
crowdfunders’ technical expertise. At the inception of
a crowdfunding campaign, many ventures have at best
completed slightly more than half of the proposed mile-
stones in new product development (Stanko and Henard
2017). Crowdfunding therefore presents unique chal-
lenges, as product possession is temporally distant there
is a long gap between product possession and the time of
the amount contributed to the campaign (Mollick and
Kuppuswamy 2014a). Mollick and Kuppuswamy
(2014a) find that more than 75% of successfully funded
Kickstarter projects deliver products later than expected
(i.e., only 23–25% are on time). The study also finds that
project size and increased expectations around highly
popular projects are related to delays. Larger projects
suffer much longer delays than smaller projects, espe-
cially in the case of over-funded campaigns.
Consequently, potential backers in crowdfunding are
looking for potential cues to reduce uncertainty and
predict new venture success when making their capital
contributions (Mollick 2013; Ahlers et al. 2015). One
way for innovators to overcome this uncertainty is to
signal competence trust, arising from expectations about
the competence of the innovator, to create a higher re-
ceptivity among potential contributors (Sako 1992). Prior
work has shown that impression management
(Parhankangas and Ehrlich 2014), competence signaling
(Gafni et al. 2019), and persuasion (Allison et al. 2017)
may all affect crowdfunding positively. However, prior
work has find mixed evidence on the role of visual and
textual cues. While Parhankangas and Renko (2017) find
that commercial entrepreneurs need to primarily focus on
product, or firm and entrepreneur-related signals in their
textual descriptions, other work shows that in low atten-
tion states visual cues work best, while textual informa-
tion become only relevant if a high attention has been
triggered previously (Allison et al. 2017). Hence, the
effectiveness of a crowdfunding campaign pitch is inex-
tricably linked to the various media involved.
In order to increase their funding success, we believe
that project owners have a propensity to strategically use
project descriptions and video pitches as marketing tool
to influence potential backers’ contribution decisions. In
this respect, campaign information in crowdfunding in
general and video content in particular can be considered
as comprehensive signals. The information available to
potential backers can assist to form expectations and may
induce the belief that the campaign founder possesses the
relevant skills and knowledge to perform the project task
for a shared mutual benefit. Information shared tacitly
through videos and campaign information can, therefore,
reduce the perceived performance risk of crowdfunding
campaigns and should lead to higher capital endorse-
ments. Information helps to overcome “the shadow of
the future” (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981) and to reduce
information asymmetries (Akerlof 1970).
Unfortunately, prior research has failed to comprehen-
sively address the interplay of various forms of signals
and cues available in crowdfunding. Most research is still
embedded in survey-driven or experimental data and has
no t taken advantage of newer methods to
encompassingly tackle the challenges that the large re-
pository of crowdfunding data represents. At the same
time, much progress has been made toward artificial
intelligence, using machine learning systems that are
trained to replicate the decisions of human experts
(LeCun et al. 2015). These expert systems (Hayes-Roth
et al. 1983) tackled challenging domains in terms of
human intellect, such as image recognition (He et al.
2016), language translation (Wu et al. 2016), medical
image classification (Esteva et al. 2017), mastering board
games Go, Shogi, or Chess (Silver et al. 2016, 2017,
2018), playing computer games (Mnih et al. 2015), and
achieved or exceeded human-level performance (LeCun
et al. 2015). A comparison of the annual publishing rates
of different categories of academic papers, relative to
their publishing rates in 1996, shows that the number of
papers on artificial intelligence increased more than nine-
fold (Shoham et al. 2017, 10). Likewise, in the econom-
ics domain, machine learning techniques and methods on
causal inferences entered the econometric toolbox
(Varian 2014; Athey and Imbens 2017; Kleinberg et al.
2017; Mullainathan and Spiess 2017; Belloni et al.
2014).
In the following, we, therefore, explore computation-
al techniques to predict crowdfunding campaign success
based on the informational cues provided within cam-
paign text, speech, and videos. Advances in data pro-
cessing and machine learning allow new ways of ana-
lyzing data and may have profound implications for
empirical testing of lightly studied, yet complex, empir-
ical relationships. That being said, we propose the idea
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that new forms of internet-mediated capital, such as
crowdfunding, provide comprehensive and potentially
computable signals to predict outcomes or provide rec-
ommendations. For instance, crowdfunding could be
considered as perhaps the biggest open laboratory to
study the interaction of inventors and investors at large
scale.
In this research, we propose a novel method that
combines neural networks and text-mining to identify
features of successful crowdfunding projects, using
transformed text, speech, and video content. Using text,
speech, and video object–related meta-data in 20,188
crowdfunding campaigns, our analysis employs natural
language processing techniques and neural network
models to predict the success of crowdfunding cam-
paigns. Based on word and paragraph vector models
of text, speech, and video information, a feature-union
model achieves a prediction accuracy of 73% in
explaining campaign success or failure. Besides, we
derive dialectic particularities in text, speech, and video
characteristics that determine whether campaigns are
more likely to be successful. Our study emphasizes the
need to understand crowdfunding from a consumer’s
and future investor’s perspective. Linguistic styles in
crowdfunding campaigns that aim to trigger excitement,
or are aimed at inclusiveness, are better predictors of
campaign success than firm-level determinants. At the
contrary, higher uncertainty perceptions may substan-
tially reduce evaluations of new products and reduce
purchasing intentions among potential funders. Our
findings emphasize that positive psychological lan-
guage is salient in environments where objective infor-
mation is scarce and where investment preferences are
taste based. We believe that our work helps to challenge
and to reconsider prevailing theoretical assumptions
about the prediction of entrepreneurial outcomes.
2 Methodology
We follow along the line of prior research that
pays attention to the textual and linguistic context
of crowdfunding campaigns. Early work here fo-
cused on the prediction of campaign success using
text-mining features from project descriptions
(Greenberg et al. 2013). Researchers used decision
tree (DT) algorithms and support vector machines
(SVC) to train a machine learning classifiers on
explaining campaign success (Greenberg et al.
2013). Models achieved 68% accuracy with their
respective datasets, an improvement of roughly
14% over the related baseline. More recent re-
search focuses on the predictive power of project
description content, specifically the words and
phrases project creators use (Mitra and Gilbert
2014). In here, linguistic features extracted from
project descriptions were combined with other
campaign features to predict crowdfunding success.
Tools such as Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC) (Pennebaker et al. 2001; Tausczik and
Pennebaker 2010) infer psychologically meaningful
styles and social behaviors from unstructured text
(Mitra and Gilbert 2014; Desai et al. 2015;
Kaminski et al. 2017; Parhankangas and Renko
2017). Mitra and Gilbert (2014) conclude that the
language used in the project has a surprisingly
high predictive power, accounting for about 59%
of the variance around successful funding. More
recent considerations of n-gram features in lan-
guage employ time-variant models, i.e., data relat-
ed to the beginning and end of campaigns for the
prediction, showing an increased accuracy of pre-
dictions, with more available information toward
the end of a campaign (Desai et al. 2015). Similar
research investigated the n-gram features of “lead
users” (von Hippel 1986) on crowdfunding plat-
forms (Kaminski et al. 2017).
Based on the theory of the Elaboration Likeli-
hood Model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo 1986;
Bhattacherjee and Sanford 2006), Du et al.
(2015) study the influence of project descriptions
on crowdfunding success. Using constructs such as
argument quality (number of words, readability
regarding the Gunning Fog Index, sentiment ratio) and
source credibility (previous campaign track record), the
model predicts funding success with an accuracy rate of
about 71–73%. Using campaign description text data
only, Lee et al. (2018) present work building upon
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) deep neural network
models with an average 76% prediction accuracy on
the first day of project launch.
Lastly, other approaches focused on contextual vari-
ables such as the social network activity of campaigns to
predict funding success. For instance, the size of the
social network of founders positively influences project
success (Mollick 2014b). Social media activity explains
some 75% variations in campaign success when condi-
tioning on early project stages (Lu et al. 2014).
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More recently, studies already began to employ
machine learning classifiers to predict the temporal
backing patterns using project-based information and
social features, obtained from Twitter (Etter et al.
2013; Li et al. 2016; Tran et al. 2016) and backer-
network graphs (Etter et al. 2013). Using a k-nearest
neighbors (kNN) classifier and a Markov Chain, Etter
et al. (2013) predicted the trajectories of money
pledged to campaigns. Drawing upon a dataset of
16,042 campaigns, a logistic regression and linear
SVC estimator reach an accuracy of more than 76%
(a relative improvement of 4%), 4 hours after the
launch of a campaign (Etter et al. 2013). A similar
stream of research focuses on the social dimension of
campaigns considers the sentiment from user com-
ments on campaign updates (Desai et al. 2015; Lai
et al. 2017). Results suggest that the text sentiment
and quality in comments one week after launch are
very predictive for a campaign’s outcome.
As Greenberg et al. (2013), Hui et al. (2013), and Yuan
et al. (2016) conclude, prediction models can be used to
give feedback on proposed campaigns or as a tool tomatch
projects with potential investors (An et al. 2014).
Notwithstanding these contributions, there is a dearth
of studies considering actual speech content and
visual campaign narratives to predict crowdfunding suc-
cess. For instance, analyzing the linguistic style of
crowdfunding pitches enables to conclude about re-
vealed emotions and speech characteristics of creators
(Kim et al. 2016), to distinguish between social or
commercial entrepreneurs (Parhankangas and Renko
2017), or to separate conventional from “lead users”
(von Hippel 1986) induced crowdfunding campaigns
(Kaminski et al. 2017; Oo et al. 2018).
Concerning the analysis of video content, only stan-
dard approaches have hitherto been used for the evalu-
ation of qualitative content and to measure the subjec-
tive perception of crowdfunding videos. Analyses main-
ly relate to the storyline and social construction (Doyle
et al. 2017), perceived innovativeness, passion, pre-
paredness, video quality, product appeal, perceived ef-
fort (Koch and Cheng 2016; Chan and Parhankangas
2017; Dey et al. 2017), and lead user appearance
(Kaminski et al. 2017; Oo et al. 2018).
Our work, therefore, differs from the previous studies
in four important ways:
1. First, we consider combined text, speech, and video
information in our analysis. We, therefore, believe
the approach covers the full spectrum of human-like
campaign experience, including the processing of
text, speech, and visual appeal.
2. Second, we employ proven machine learning
methods to predict crowdfunding success. Our
work considers Doc2Vec (see Section 3.5) para-
graph vectors to model the extent to which language
predicts campaign success.
3. Third, we focus on a homogeneous product catego-
ry sample and restrict our analysis to technology-
related products in the Kickstarter categories Tech-
nology and Product Design only. In doing so, we are
strongly convinced that these two categories and
inherent product presentations mostly signal
“startup character.”Many technology product cam-
paigns approximate more well-known startup com-
panies, as they signal the goal of becoming long-
lasting projects, i.e., corporations that emerge with
the support of the crowd (Mollick 2014b; Cordova
et al. 2015; Parhankangas and Renko 2017). Indeed,
research by Mollick and Kuppuswamy (2014a) on
reward-based crowdfunding indicates that more
than 90% of successful projects remained ongoing
ventures and that 32% of all these reported yearly
revenues of over $100,000 a year since the
Kickstarter campaign. Mollick (2015) further finds
that only about 9% of all projects fail to deliver.
Hence, our findings are potentially generalizable to
the broader set of de novo firms that are founded
and carry implications for the marketing and pro-
motion of these ventures alike.
4. Fourth, we marginally improve the prediction accu-
racy by including information in speech content and
video content. A combined approach of text,
speech, and video content will, therefore, shield
against a loss in information and provide more
accurate estimates, as for some campaigns, descrip-
tions are entirely encoded in images(Desai et al.
2015).1 Similarly, we can account for all types of
information processing preferences that potential
backers may have. Let that be learning through
reading or by indulging in video-related content.
Altogether, our model covers a variety of text,
1 Many Kickstarter campaigns insert images in their campaign pitch
instead of raw HTML text. While creators use images to embed
information about the team, details of the product, prototype develop-
ment, or stretch goals, information is inaccessible for a comprehensive
analysis and will likely yield biased results, if not taken into account
explicitly.
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speech, and visual information that is likely to in-
fluence the campaign perception of potential
backers.
3 Data
To predict crowdfunding campaign success, we scraped
Kickstarter data with a custom-build Python crawler.We
restricted our data sample to projects in the categories
Technology and Product Design. Additional criteria are
that campaigns must include a project description, a
project video, non-zero speech content, and were not
canceled. The final dataset comprises 20,188 campaigns
finished in the time frame from 2009 to 2017. Within
this dataset, 7867 (38.96%) projects were successful by
reaching their funding goal, and 12,321 (61.04%) pro-
jects were unsuccessful in meeting their goals (cf.
Table 1). Our final data corpus, as outlined in Table 2,
comprises 7.45 million words in text, 2.68 million spo-
ken words, and 922,678 tags of objects in videos. The
structure of the final information after text preprocessing
is documented in Table 3.
For video object tags, we processed a total of 18,810
video minutes with an average runtime of 1:20 min.
3.1 Project descriptions
Project descriptions (cf. Table 3A) are mandatory infor-
mation that every creator is required to provide. This
textual information is in rich text form when scraped
from the Kickstarter website. All project descriptions are
cleaned from HTML syntax and formatted to enable
their use by machine learning models subsequently.
The scikit-learn toolkit (Pedregosa et al. 2011) is used
to implement a custom tokenizer and lemmatizer for a
given input text. In addition, an English stop-word list
(Bird 2006) is used to remove stop words from previ-
ously lowercased text data. We further use language
detection to restrict our dataset to English-speaking
campaigns only, and we consider phrases of frequent
co-located words, so that terms such as “new york” are
not computed as separate words and hence distort the
semantic context. The outlined data preprocessing is
essential to reduce noise in the input data while calcu-
lating embeddings for words and paragraphs.
3.2 Speech content
As for speech transcription, we used the Google Cloud
Speech RESTAPI.2 Using a custom-build Python script,
all project video files are first transformed into mono
channel *.flac audio files with ffmpeg. Audio files are
subsequently uploaded into the Google Cloud to enable
asynchronous English speech recognition via API, as a
long-running operation until the end of an audio file. As
for the SpeechAPI, file URLs are used as input, while the
Table 1 Descriptive statistics of project-level data
Campaign status Count Share %
Successful 7867 38.96
Failed 12,321 61.04
Total 20,188 100.00
Table 2 Descriptive statistics of generated data corpus after text
preprocessing
Source Total token
(words)
Vocabulary Mean length of
document
Description 7,459,121 156,109 369.48
Speech 2,683,687 55,536 132.93
Video 922,678 5417 45.70
Table 3 Data samples from text, speech, and video content.
(A) Text content sample
”(. . . ) is a brand new robot construction system. It was designed,
prototyped and engineered over the last two and a half years. (. .
. ) Work began in 2010 as a research project, funded by the
National Science Foundation. Since then, we’ve been working
to from a concept to a production ready robotics kit.”
(B) Speech content sample
[confidence: 0.91][(...) is a construction kit for you. Imagine to
design, build and play with robots. Everything we learned from
(. . . ) We took all the robotic complexity inside the
micro-controllers and boiled it down to elegant little blocks with
simple connecting faces.
(C) Video content sample
[‘human, 2.03, 32.11’,‘dress, 4.05, 28.10’, ‘tie, 5.00, 16.11’,
‘beard, 03.77, 18.01’,‘smile, 8.89, 10.04’,‘building, 16.11,
20.56’,‘electronics, 26.23, 28.90’,‘circular board, 26.58, 28.90’,
‘electronic engineering, 26.27, 28.90’,‘cube, 29.03,
30.13’,‘human, 31.54, 34.05’,‘table, 35.91, 38.42’]
2 https://cloud.google.com/speech/; accessed December 12, 2018.
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output returns the transcript text of the speech and the
average confidence of this transcription in a Pandas
DataFrame (cf. Table 3B). The confidence value is an
estimate ranging from 0 to 1, indicating how confident
the Speech API is in a given transcription. A higher
number indicates a greater likelihood that the recognized
words are correctly transcribed. However, it cannot be
guaranteed that they are correct.3 There are a few situations
where some audio file transcriptions indicate a low confi-
dence level, close to 0. In those cases, for instance, the
original video either does not contain any speech signal
other than music, a different language, or infrequent, un-
trained words. We only consider transcriptions with a
confidence score of 0.80. An inspection showed that the
entire body of text is sufficient, although the software does
not recognize new brand (project) names and sometimes
has problems with sentences that contain long stylistic
pauses. With regard to preprocessing, we apply the exact
same preprocessing techniques as outlined above.
3.3 Video object recognition
For visual content, we analyze all Kickstarter video files
with the Google Cloud Video Intelligence REST API.4
The goal is to detect all different objects and their
duration of appearance in each streaming video file
(cf. Table 3). The analyze labels function from the
Google Cloud Video Intelligence API is used to source
object labels (labels) and their duration of appearance
(shots) in a video sequence. In total, our data comprises
922,678 identified objects in 18,810 total video minutes
with an average runtime of 1:20 min. A manual inspec-
tion of a few videos and respective video tags shows that
the API has indeed a high accuracy identifying objects
and events in videos. For video tags, no application of
additional text cleaning was necessary.
3.4 Models
In the following, we introduce the course of the inquiry.
We start with the definition of the language vector model
and continue with a description of the classification
methods. We then examine the results of the
classifications and utilize penalized regressions to shed
more light onto predictive features in text, speech, and
video content.
3.5 Language model
“You shall know a word by the company it
keeps”—Firth (1968[1957]:179), cited from
Jurafsky and Martin (2016).
In the past years, deep neural networks (LeCun et al.
2015) played a significant role in improving the com-
putational models for natural language processing
(NLP) and neural probabilistic language models
(Bengio et al. 2003). At the core of our system is a
combination of an unsupervised learning ofmultidimen-
sional vector representations of words and documents,
respectively, as well as a supervised labeling approach
with regard to campaign outcomes. The very first chal-
lenge to process natural language using deep learning is
to represent the textual data in the form of fixed-length
numerical data as input for deep neural networks. The
most common approaches are bag-of-words (BOW), n-
grams, and one-hot vectors.5 However, such models
either do not preserve the word order or generate the
same representations for different ordered sentences
with the same words. Mentioned methods maintain the
short context but tend to lose the overall semantics and
fail drastically, when the length of a sentence is too long
(Mikolov et al. 2013b). Hence, for employing neural
network language models, we use word and paragraph
vectors, Doc2Vec, preserving the semantics of natural
language information.6 We learn these vectors using
the models as discussed by Mikolov et al. (2013b) and
Le and Mikolov (2014). Paragraph vectors are an
extension to Word2Vec. While Word2Vec learns to
project words into a latent N-dimensional space,
Doc2Vec aims at projecting a document into a latent
3 https://cloud.google.com/speech/docs/basics; accessed December 12,
2018.
4 https://cloud.google.com/video-intelligence/; accessed December 12,
2018.
5 Goodfellow et al. (2016) provide comprehensive information on
terms and methods in deep learning.
6 We further considered two other vectorization methods: a count
vectorization model, which only counts term frequencies, and a fre-
quency-inverse document frequency (Tf-idf) vectorization model,
which normalizes term frequencies across documents (Sparck Jones
1972). Our final selected model, Doc2Vec, performed slightly better
among these three vectorization models across all given data sources.
Distributed representations of words, as in Doc2Vec, are capable of
modeling more complex relationships in data and able to preserve
context and similarity encoding.
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N-dimensional space. As such, we use Doc2Vec to
learn fixed-length vector representations for each
word and paragraph in a high-dimensional continuous
space. More precisely, we train word vectors with a
feed-forward neural network, using a bag-of-words
(Fig. 1) and skip-gram (Fig. 2) approach as
outlined by Le and Mikolov (2014).
Paragraph Vectors (PV) are embedding vectors
which capture the overall semantic meaning of a text
of variable length (“document to vector”). “The name
Paragraph Vector is to emphasize the fact that the
method can be applied to variable-length pieces of texts,
anything from a phrase or sentence to a large docu-
ment.” (Le and Mikolov 2014). Models of learning
word vectors inspire the approach of learning paragraph
vectors. According to Mikolov et al. (2013b), models
using large corpora and a high number of dimensions,
like the PV-DM (skip-gram) model, promise a high
accuracy, both on semantic and syntactic relationships.
Performance benchmarks of the Paragraph Vector ap-
proach, in comparison to other approaches such as Re-
cursive Neural Tensor Network (RNTN) (Socher et al.
2011), Naive-Bayes Support Vector Machine (NBSVM)
(Wang and Manning 2012), or Restricted Boltzmann
Machines model (RBM) with bag-of-words (Dahl
et al. 2012), indicate a lower error rate (Le and
Mikolov 2014).
Therefore, in our implementation, we follow the
suggestions of Le and Mikolov (2014) and make use
of a hybrid model to generate paragraph vectors. In this
model, two distinct paragraph vector models are learned
as a byproduct of a classification task, where a word
serves to predict its neighboring words. The number of
neighboring words predicted is defined by the context
window size a priori, and word embeddings are shared
among all paragraphs. After being trained, the paragraph
vectors are used as features for the paragraph. Eventu-
ally, initialized word vectors capture the semantic mean-
ing of the document during the training process of a
model (cf. Table 4).
We employ the following paragraph vector
models: (1) Distributed Bag-of-Words (PV-DM), as
shown in Fig. 1, and (2) Distributed Memory (PV-
DBOW), as illustrated in Fig. 2. The PV-DM model
uses the paragraph ID and given the word from a
randomly sampled context window as input and pre-
dicts all the residual words in the given context
window. The PV-DBOW model predicts one ran-
domly chosen word from the context window, given
the paragraph ID in combination with all the other
residual words from the context window. The follow-
ing analysis comprises a PV-DM and PV-DBOW
model with 200 dimensions (vector size = 200), a
word-window of four words (window = 4), and hier-
archical softmax (hs = 1) (Mikolov et al. 2013a).
Video data analyses required several adjustments.
The video data of each Kickstarter project contains the
text labels for the objects appearing in the corresponding
project’s video. These text labels are single words that
define an object like “street”, “bus”, “phone”, “face”, or
“computer”. Depending on the content of the video of
each project, a variable number of objects are detected
for each video, and hence each project contains a
Fig. 1 Distributed memory paragraph vector model (PV-DM).
The concatenation of a vector (M) with a context of three words
is used to predict the fourth word
Fig. 2 Distributed bag-of-words paragraph vector model (PV-
DBOW). The paragraph vector (D) is trained to predict a bag of
context words
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different number of words as text labels. As the text
length in videos is naturally shorter than description or
speech content and does not represent a semantic sen-
tence structure, we decide to restrict the window-size of
our Doc2Vec model to two words in order to prevent
overfitting. Figure 3 illustrates a Visualization of the
language vector models in t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE; Maaten and Hinton
2008). t-SNE is a dimensionality reduction method that
is well suited for high-dimensional data visualization.
Color shades depict the document vector embedding of
binary classified documents within a 200-dimensional
space, reduced to two dimensions.
Table 4 provides an excerpt of the outcome of lan-
guage model training that further explains the vector
representations. As the highest loading weights for the
selected terms “university,” “research,” and “hardware”
show, our PV-DBOW model is reasonably accurate,
especially in view of a relatively small training corpus
for a language model.
In order to train our two language models, we select-
ed a range of parameters and evaluated their perfor-
mance with a logistic regression as a baseline classifier.
In doing so, we separate the dataset into two parts: 80%
of the campaigns are selected as a training set
(N=16,150) and the remaining 20% as a test set
(N=4038). With regard to the hyperparameters of our
paragraph vector model, we cross-validated the window
size, and determine four words as the best fit for de-
scription and speech, while video models use a word-
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Fig. 3 Visualization of the language vector models in t-
Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE; Maaten and
Hinton 2008). The figure shows the high-dimensional (Ndim =
200) embedding of documents clusters, downsized to a two-
dimensional system. Clusters represent documents of similar se-
mantic meaning in the high-dimensional space. For instance, black
clusters represent successful projects in semantic proximity
Table 4 Most similar word vectors as measured by cosine similarity (cos(θ)) in the 200-dimensional word-vector space (PV-DBOWmodel)
‘university’ cos(θ) ‘research’ cos(θ) ‘hardware’ cos(θ)
state university 0.654 market research 0.580 hardware software 0.575
institute technology 0.632 study 0.573 firmware 0.474
doctoral 0.611 extensive research 0.526 software 0.465
master degree 0.594 investigation 0.495 dtp 0.448
university california 0.587 scientific 0.494 electronic 0.447
engineering university 0.579 scientific research 0.490 software hardware 0.429
college art 0.576 investigate 0.463 electronics 0.418
business administration 0.573 experiment 0.463 microcontroller 0.418
carnegie mellon 0.569 testing 0.455 hardware firmware 0.413
cornell university 0.567 experimentation 0.455 electrical component 0.409
Sample: Text description data
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window of 3. Every subsequent language model, which
inputs each the full dictionary of unique words, is com-
puted in 200 vector dimensions (Ndim) (Fig. 4).
7
3.6 Classification
After training the paragraph vectors, the 200-
dimensional features are fed into several distinct classi-
fiers. In total, six widely used parametric and non-
parametric classifiers are being applied. As linear clas-
sifiers, we consider a (1) Logistic Regression and a (2)
Linear Support Vector Classification (LinearSVC). As
non-linear classifiers, we use a (3) Gaussian Naive
Bayes (GaussianNB), (4) Support Vector Classifier
(SVC) with a radial basis function kernel (rbf), the (5)
XGBoost (XGBoost), which is a scalable tree boosting
system (Chen and Guestrin 2016), and a (6)Multi-Layer
Perceptron (NeuralNetwork), which is a neural network
model with 100 hidden layers and a rectified linear unit
(ReLU) activation function (Nair and Hinton 2010). As
it concerns the parameters of our classifiers, we train our
classification model with Grid-Search, supported five-
fold cross-validation, and iterate over a comprehensive
set of individual hyperparameters in scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al. 2011). The final results represent the
outcome of each best-selected classifier, by accuracy.
For an overview and explanation of the related classi-
fiers, we refer to Varian (2014),Mullainathan and Spiess
(2017), and Puranam et al. (2018), who discuss in detail
several machine learning classifiers widely used in the
economic sciences.8
Crowdfunding success is implemented as a binary
variable indicating whether the campaign reached the
funding goal (1) or not (0). This binary representation
also resembles the “All-or-Nothing” (AON) approach of
Kickstarter (Cumming et al. 2015). The AON model
involves the entrepreneurial firm setting a fundraising
goal and keeping nothing unless the goal is achieved.
Each classifier is trained using the transformed para-
graph vectors as the features (inputs) and labels as
outputs.
Our full workflow is implemented using the gensim
(Řehůřek and Sojka 2010) and scikit-learn (Pedregosa
et al. 2011) libraries in Python.
7 For the PV-DM model, we further concatenate context vectors (dm
concat = 1), while the PV-DBOW is set to train word vectors simul-
taneous with DBOW doc vectors (dbow words = 1). Both models only
consider words with a total frequency of 5 (min count = 5). In total, we
train eachmodel with 20 iterations (epochs = 20) over the corpus. After
applying matrix optimizations via hierarchical softmax, the description
text, speech, and video models compute with an input dictionary (V in
Fig. 4) of 45,670, 19,110, and 3796 unique tokens, respectively. For
further reference on model parameters, see the gensim and scikit-learn
documentation (Řehůřek and Sojka 2010; Pedregosa et al. 2011).
Fig. 4 Illustration of the supervised machine learning approach.
Neural network example: A Continuous Bag-Of-Words (BOW)
model with only one word in the context. The input of one-hot
encoded vectors of multiple words is represented as Xk. The
vocabulary size is V, and the hidden layer size is Ndim, which is
the pre-defined number of computed embedding dimensions
(200). The weights between the input layer and the output layer
can be represented as matricesWN × V, the input word matrix, and
W'V × N, the N-dimensional embedding vector. hi is the vector
representation of a given input word. Using W'V × N, the proba-
bility score yj for each word in the vocabulary is computed. In
summary, theOutput layer is the fixed-length vector representation
of variable-length documents.
8 In particular, appendix 1 of Puranam et al. (2018) and Pedregosa et al.
(2011) provide a good overview on the functional forms, loss func-
tions, and regularization techniques.
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4 Results
With classification accuracy ranging individually from
60% to 72%, our results in Table 5 suggest that the
textual descriptions of project creators, the words they
speak, and the objects they show in videos can help to
predict the outcome of a campaign. Overall, this accu-
racy is a 10% to 20% improvement over a stratified
baseline model that is an a priori probability calculation,
based on the distributions as provided in Table 1. Both
Logistic Regression (LR) and a Linear Support Vector
Classifier (LinearSVC) exhibit the best classification,
which suggests that the classification of campaign suc-
cess might be determined by partially linearly scaled
features in our data. Non-linear classifiers confirm the
obtained results, albeit with minimally lower accuracy.
In general, the PV-DBOW model performs slightly bet-
ter as compared to a PV-DM model. Despite
the marginality, this finding is well in line with recent
empirical assessments of the Doc2Vec model (Lau and
Baldwin 2016). The outcome classification is most ac-
curate for predictions on description text, with an accu-
racy of about 71%, followed by speech with about 67%
accuracy. Predictions with video content show the low-
est accuracy with about 65%. Yet, despite the average
length of only 60 tags, and considering the sparsity of
this information, the accuracy of video tags is still
surprising.
In order to further elaborate on the accuracy of the
model, we inspect the example of a Logistic Regression
(LR) Classification in Table 6. Logistic regression did
not only perform as each one of the best two classifica-
tion models but it is also a well-interpretable algorithm
that is used in subsequent penalized feature analyses in
this paper.
For explanation, Recall (or sensitivity) indicates the
true positive rate, the proportion of successful cam-
paigns that were correctly predicted as such by the
Table 5 Comparison of classifiers
Classifier/data Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 Acc. Prec. Rec. F1
Stratified baseline 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51
Description
LogisticRegression 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71
LinearSVC 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.70 0.71 0.70
GaussianNB 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.58 0.61 0.63 0.61 0.62
SVC 0.67 0.70 0.67 0.61 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.71
XGBoost 0.69 0.70 0.69 0.67 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
NeuralNetwork 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66
Speech
LogisticRegression 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.67 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.65
LinearSVC 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.66
GaussianNB 0.66 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64
SVC 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66
XGBoost 0.67 0.66 0.67 0.64 0.66 0.65 0.66 0.64
NeuralNetwork 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61
Video
LogisticRegression 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63
LinearSVC 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.63
GaussianNB 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
SVC 0.66 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.64
XGBoost 0.66 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.62 0.64 0.61
NeuralNetwork 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.65 0.61
Accuracy (Acc.) is the number of correct predictions, divided by the total number of predictions made. Precision (Prec.) is also referred to as
the positive predictive value, while Recall (Rec.) is the true positive rate, or sensitivity. The F1-score (F1) is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall (F0.5). Values represent the weighted average of each classification
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model. Precision indicates the proportion of positive
results that are true positive results. A lower
Precision score is indicative for a high prevalence of
false positives (“Type-I errors”). The F1-Score is a
harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. As Table 6
shows, the F1-score against a baseline model improves
by an absolute 18% for non-successful campaigns (“0”)
and by about 23% for successful campaigns (“1”), using
description data only. In-class predictions for speech
yield similar results, with an overall prediction improve-
ment of about 15% on average. Video tags improve the
prediction by an absolute 12% for each class. We infer
from this that there may be greater variance within the
video data (cf. Fig. 3) and that “vectors of success” are
hence more difficult to classify. However, in light of the
nature of the data source, on average about 1:20 min of
video, it seems remarkable that the classifier correctly
identifies on average about 74% (F1) of unsuccessful
campaigns.
Figure 5 shows confusion matrices of each classified
data source. The confusion matrix describes the classi-
fier’s performance on a set of (out-of-sample) test data
for which the “true” values are known. Overall, the
current algorithm is better suited to find campaigns that
are likely to fail. As for the case of Recall in speech data,
the model identified about 83% (1978) out of 2396
unsuccessful campaigns in the test set correctly as
unsuccessful. For successful campaigns, the algorithm
classifies 44% (728) out of true 1,642 successful cam-
paigns correctly as successful. For all data sources,
unsuccessful campaigns are better predicted than suc-
cessful campaigns, even after considering class weight
adjustments in the classifiers’ parameters. Across the
three data sources description text, speech, and video
content, and as measured by F1-score, the classifier is an
absolute 20%, 15%, and 12% better in identifying non-
successful campaigns than successful campaigns. Over-
all, we conclude the results to be robust and in line with
scores reported in previous studies on predictions with
text data (Greenberg et al. 2013; Mitra and Gilbert 2014;
Du et al. 2015).
Worth mentioning, in a deeper inspection of learning
curves of our models, we find that the test accuracy of our
model asymptotically approaches 72.0% at a training set
size of about 10,000 projects already. This indicates that
the used 16,150 projects seem to be a sufficient training
set size for our model.9 However, despite only a minor
improvement of accuracy, wewould still expect that more
training data will improve the predictive accuracy, for
instance due to lower variance within the data.
4.1 Feature union
In order to evaluate the predictive power of all of the
information sources combined, we follow the procedure
as outlined in Section 2. After training the models, we
concatenate the respective composed feature columns
into one new feature matrix. The new matrix, a feature
union, is then trained with a Logistic Regression. Ap-
plying a fivefold cross-validation, we train the statistical
model based on 80% training data and then apply the
learned estimator to 20% test data.
As Table 7 shows, the most accurate model (73%) is
M4, with “text, speech, and video” data combined (73%
F1-score), on par with combinations of M1 “text and
speech” and M2 “text and video” information. Overall,
feature union improved the prediction by an absolute 2%,
as compared to the best single-source prediction with
description text only (see Table 5: 71% vs. Table 7:
73%). Using speech and video information, model M3
achieves a 67% F1-score. While the accuracy for speech
and video content only does not seem high, despite a 16%
improvement over the baseline, achieving the prediction
score (and a 84% Recall for unsuccessful campaigns)
9 20,188 × 0.80 (training size).
Table 6 Classification report of Logistic Regression vs. Stratified
Baseline—model: PV-DBOW
Data/class Support Prec. Rec. F1 F1-Δ
Stratified baseline
0—unsuccessful 2396 0.60 0.60 0.60 –
1—successful 1642 0.38 0.38 0.38 –
Weighted mean 4038 0.51 0.51 0.51 –
Description
0—unsuccessful 2396 0.73 0.85 0.78 + 18%
1—successful 1642 0.71 0.54 0.61 + 23%
Weighted mean 4038 0.72 0.72 0.71 + 20%
Speech
0—unsuccessful 2396 0.68 0.83 0.75 + 15%
1—successful 1642 0.64 0.44 0.52 + 14%
Weighted mean 4038 0.66 0.67 0.66 + 15%
Video
0—unsuccessful 2396 0.66 0.84 0.74 + 14%
1—successful 1642 0.62 0.36 0.46 + 8%
Weighted mean 4038 0.64 0.65 0.63 + 12%
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with only 1:20 min video time on average is still a
surprising result. We would expect video data to provide
an even better contribution, once additional features, such
as labeled events or emotional arcs of storytelling, are
included.
In feature union regressions, information provid-
ed in videos is more unambiguous, as the β-coef-
ficients suggest. Here, we conclude that in model
M4, unifying text, speech, and video information,
video features contribute most to predictions with
regard to their relative power (0.62), as compared
to description text (0.23) and speech information
(0.15). This pattern matches to results for model
M2 and M3. With regard to similarities of predic-
tion accuracy among the different models, howev-
er, we conclude that all information sources com-
bined potentially comprise similar information and
hence do not significantly improve the predictions
in feature union models, as compared to single-
source predictions (Table 5). Controlling for the
influence of the volume of information provided
in each data source, model M5 indicates a signif-
icant influence of length of description, speech and
video token on the prediction of outcomes.10
Our conclusion is that in particular, video informa-
tion improves a combined prediction; however, similar
F1-scores among models suggest that the entropy of
information across features seems rather complementa-
ry. Hence, we argue that different features mostly seem
to underpin another predictor’s results.
4.2 Predictive words
One of the most intriguing features of machine learning
algorithms is the ability to generate stylized facts that can
induce explicit quantitative inductive inferences (Puranam
et al. 2018). What is interesting in this work is that we can
further corroborate previous effects found for the linguis-
tic style. Yet, these were often thought to relate primarily
to pro-social businesses (Parhankangas and Renko 2017).
At the contrary, garnering social support in commercial
crowdfunding also places a strong emphasis on higher
order motivations rather than monetary contributions.
In Fig. 6, we capture the importance of words with
respect to other documents in a corpus, as classified by a
penalized logistic regression against binary labels. By
doing so, we try to open the “black box” of the machine
learning algorithm, i.e., we try to infer the potential
weights in the hidden-layer network of our PV-DM
and PV-DBOW neural network model.
When we investigate the most predictive words with-
in the different textual, linguistic, and visual representa-
tions, we find that all terms related to monetary depic-
tions of the venture reduce the chances to reach the
campaign goal successfully (cf. Mitra and Gilbert
2014; Kaminski et al. 2017). In Fig. 6, we show each
the top 25 predictive terms for a successful (“1,” black)
and unsuccessful (“0,” gray) outcome.
For textual descriptions (reported in Fig. 6a), legitimiz-
ing activities that are often thought to help a venture
connect to external stakeholders such as patents, proto-
types, or money are among the worst textual descriptions
to be used. At the contrary, and as already found in Mitra
and Gilbert (2014), linguistic styles in text content that
aim to trigger excitement (“amazing”), social (“backer,”
“community,” “thank”), or technical inclusiveness (“open
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Fig. 5 Confusion matrices for text, speech, and video classification—model: PV-DBOW, logistic regression classifier
10 This result resonates with a Pearson correlation analysis of feature
lengths and project outcomes. More description text and more tags in
videos correlate positively with funding success (p ≤ 0.01), while the
length of speech token is insignificant.
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source”) are better predictors of campaign success than
firm-level determinants. Figure 6a also reports that indi-
cations of early-stage developments (such as “idea,” “pro-
totype,” or “concept”) are negative predictors. This find-
ing may hint at the riskiness of the campaign as perceived
by the potential backer. In contrast, successful campaigns
report signals related to “press,” “update,” and “stretch
goal,” indicative for more maturity and future goals. Like-
wise, speech patterns (Fig. 6b) that concentrate on high-
order meanings (such as “perfect,” “amazing,” “excite,”
“super”) carry high weights in explaining success. In
addition, words indicating distinct product features such
as “tiny,” “titanium,” “python,” “super easy,” “arduino,”
“compatible,” and “compact” are also positive predictive
terms. Lastly, animations, cartoons, illustrations, photo-
montages, special effects, or depictions shown in videos
have negative consequences for campaign success. It
appears as if potential backers are more interested in
people (“team,” “student”), and products or product dem-
onstrations (“experiment,” “laboratory,” not shown—“3D
Printing,” β + 0.55) rather than sketches thereof (as can be
seen in Fig. 6c). Even more, one may see “street-credibil-
ity” in the positive β-coefficients of objects in successful
campaigns (“passenger,” “street,” “backpack”). Tools and
accessories shown in videos (“office supplies,” “pen,”
“electronics accessory”) also have a positive influence
on reaching the campaign goal.11
5 Discussion
Because early-stage product financing is often more
difficult to secure for new firms due to information
asymmetries and other liabilities of newness, an entre-
preneur must find ways to meet the expectations of
various audiences with differing norms, standards, and
values as the venture evolves and grows from the con-
ception stage to potential commercialization (Fisher
et al. 2016). Therefore, the act of crowdfunding by
entrepreneurs may be seen as means to gain strategic
legitimacy, as the entrepreneur looks to purposefully
manipulate and deploy symbols in order to garner pos-
itive legitimacy judgments (Suchman 1995). Work in
the entrepreneurial finance literature has already empha-
sized the role of visual cues of financiers’ decision-
making (Chan and Park 2015). Similar to startup pitches
to venture capital investors, or business angels, potential
crowdfunding investors will underlie time constraints.
There is virtually no way to compare the product offer-
ing seen in a campaign with other potential products one
might be interested in. Hence, potential backers will
have to rely on shortcuts or heuristics to make decisions.
This also emphasizes the need to understand
crowdfunding from a consumer’s perspective. Most
studies of new venture development take an
entrepreneur/firm perspective to understand how firms
are created and novel products are brought to market.
Yet to understand value appropriation in an early stage
market, a consumer perspective might be key. Much has
been written about the need to employ minimum viable
products and to engage customers into the development
of new products (Blank 2013; Ernst et al. 2010). Poten-
tial consumers in crowdfunding campaigns perceive
new products and ultimately decide the fate of the new
product development process. Importantly, in
crowdfunding, potential consumers employ a taste-
based approach (Chan and Parhankangas 2017). This
underscores the need to align potential consumer’s ex-
pectations with the perception of entrepreneurs and the
products they pitch in their campaigns.
11 Note for video information that “ammunition” and “knife” hint at
the possibility of false positives in the item identification (“algorithmic
bias”). In manual inspection, we found that these item identifications
related to sequences with tools and equipment from the workbench.
Table 7 Classification results of combined data sources
Model Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 D S V F
M1: D + S 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.60 0.40 – –
M2: D +V 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.32 – 0.68 –
M3: S +V 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.67 – 0.29 0.71 –
M4: D + S +V 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.73* 0.23 0.15 0.62 –
M5: D + S +V + F 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.05 0.04 0.13 0.78
Classifier with the highest accuracy is marked with an asterisk (*). D=description, S=speech, V=video, F=additional text features: length of
description, speech, and video token. Feature importance is measured as the standardized mean of all absolute β-coefficient values
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This study therefore employs a neural network and
natural language processing approach to predict the
outcome of crowdfunding startup pitches using text,
speech, and video object–related metadata in 20,188
crowdfunding campaigns. While prior work has pre-
dominantly studied a single aspect of communication
in isolation such as impression management
(Parhankangas and Ehrlich 2014), competence signal-
ing (Gafni et al. 2019), or persuasion (Allison et al.
2017), we can combine textual, visual, and language
information to provide a more complete picture of the
communication process between the consumer and the
entrepreneur. Consequently, the approach and method
explained and applied in this work may help to guide
theoretical researchers in focusing on theories that best
explain the phenomenon they are interested in (von
Krogh, 2018). Machine learning approaches may help
to take stock of theoretical explanations. Researchers
a
b
c
Fig. 6 Tf-idf regression β-coefficients for highest scoring features. Based on training set (N = 16,150)
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will find identical (or very, very similar) conclusions
when observing the same dataset or studying another
large crowdfunding dataset. Hence, findings are robust
and generalizable. Even more, the pre-trained vectors of
our language models in description, speech, and video
content could be used in similar contexts (“transfer
learning”). This, in essence, may help us to strive for
parsimony and avoid the superfluous.
Figure 6 helps to delineate the different textual and
visual cues present in a campaign that ultimately coa-
lesce in the potential consumer’s decision-making pro-
cesses. By examining specific textual and visual predic-
tors, we can account for connections, similarities, and
complementarities between signals and cues presented.
Linguistic styles were often thought to relate primar-
ily to pro-social businesses. Yet garnering social support
in commercial crowdfunding also places a strong em-
phasis on higher order motivations rather than monetary
contributions. When we investigate the most predictive
words within the different textual, speech, and video
representations, we find that all terms related to mone-
tary depictions of the venture reduce the chances to
successfully reach the campaign goal (Mitra and
Gilbert 2014; Kaminski et al. 2017). Hence, non-
monetary motivations are important cues in reward-
based crowdfunding. For textual descriptions (reported
in Fig. 6a), legitimizing activities that are often thought
to help a venture connect to external stakeholders (such
as patents or outward marketing) are among the worst
textual descriptions to be used. At the contrary, linguis-
tic styles that aim to trigger excitement (perfect or amaz-
ing) or are aimed at inclusiveness (you, community) are
better predictors of campaign success than firm-level
determinants. These patterns hold for speech
information.
Figure 6b also reports that indications of early stage
developments (such as prototype or concept) are nega-
tive predictors. This may hint at the riskiness of the
campaign as perceived by the potential backer. The
perception of uncertainty as it relates to uncertainty
about the technical feasibility due to the early product
stage of the campaign may therefore be detrimental for
campaign success. This is important, as Stanko and
Henard (2017) document that crowdfunding campaigns
have on average only completed about 60% of activities
such as developing the product’s feature set, conducting
business analysis, prototyping, engineering/design/cod-
ing, etc. This adds substantial uncertainty about whether
or not crowdfunding campaigns can actually live up to
rosy expectations. Similarly, prior work has shown that
campaigns that propose radically different solutions
may reduce the chances of the campaign to reach its
funding goal (Chan and Parhankangas 2017). Uncer-
tainty perceptions may substantially reduce evaluations
of new products and reduce purchasing intentions
among potential funders (Biswas and Biswas 2004).
Along these lines, our results also report that the time
of possible product possession may have a detrimental
effect. Illustrations or depictions shown in videos have
negative consequences for campaign success. It appears
as if potential backers are more interested in products
rather than in sketches thereof (as can be seen in
Fig. 6c). This also highlights the necessity for
crowdfunding campaigns to find ways to overcome
perceptions of uncertainty. Allison et al. (2017) report
that crowdfunding campaigns often omit details or sche-
matics of the proposed technology, likely due to poten-
tial risks of imitation by competitors. Instead of referring
to prototypes absent detailed information, crowdfunding
campaigns could employ peripheral cues to illustrate the
benefits of their product to increase awareness and re-
duce perceptions of uncertainty. The marketing litera-
ture has shown that analogies in use of a new product
may help to overcome negative product evaluations
(Goode et al. 2010). Similarly, drawing attention as to
why potential consumers would benefit from funding
the campaigns may also overcome perceptions of un-
certainty (Castano et al. 2008).
While prior work by Parhankangas and Renko (2017)
argued that commercial entrepreneurs need to primarily
focus on product, or firm and entrepreneur-related sig-
nals, our findings highlight signals that make the cam-
paign more emotionally appealing and cognitive salient
to predict campaign success best (Allison et al. 2017;
Parhankangas and Renko 2017). Our work also high-
lights potential areas for future theorizing. Work in psy-
chology and marketing has emphasized that the environ-
ment in which signals are send has a profound impact on
how information is construed by receptors of said signal.
If psychological distance is high (let that be temporal,
spatial, and social) between an individual and an object (a
new product concept, for example), higher level abstrac-
tions (likely omitting secondary or peripheral informa-
tion) work best in increasing receptivity, a consumers’
conscious (or unconscious) willingness to react positively
to a signal received (Dhar and Kim 2007; Trope and
Liberman 2003). The results show that speech patterns
that concentrate on high-order meanings (such as
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beautiful, super, amazing) carry high weights in
explaining success. These results are important, as posi-
tive psychological language is a “costless signal”
(Anglin et al. 2018). Our findings emphasize that positive
psychological language is salient in environments where
objective information is scarce and where investment
preferences are by and large taste based.
When it comes to explaining crowdfunding success,
textual descriptions (written text) and visual representa-
tions matter. Prior work reporting the importance of the
benefit of linguistic patterns for campaign success was
only derived in the absence of visual information
(Parhankangas and Renko 2017). Consequently, the ac-
centuation of product benefits has implications for how
information is construed by consumers (Liberman and
Trope 1998). It appears that the sight and vision of this
information (reading and watching) is similarly important.
During the emergence phase of a new venture, visual
communication appeals to the target audience. Similarly,
our findings also attest to the role of quickness and speed in
allowing consumers to make decisions. On the venture
level, there is mounting evidence that quicker is not always
better, and that ventures should take time to organize their
venture activities (Kim et al. 2015; Brush et al. 2008). To
the contrary, our results in here show that when it comes to
designing first impressions for customers, it is important to
allow for quick and fast impression of the product and the
benefits it may bring.
Prior work has found exploratory evidence that
positive psychological language in video transcrip-
tions does not affect crowdfunding performance
(Anglin et al. 2018). However, our results report a
hierarchy between the different media employed. As
such, the state of attention matters as to how different
media embedding are to be evaluated. In low attention
states, potential backers might be more responsive to
cues, such as appealing and attractive graphics or an
overly enthusiastic language or presentation (Allison
et al. 2017). Videos are shown at the top of the
crowdfunding page. Employing enthusiastic language
or showing the product in action may capture potential
backer’s attention. Only if the video induces a high
attention state will individuals be willing to evaluate
subsequently shown textual material, narratives, or
schematics in more detail. Higher-quality videos lead
potential consumers to form positive impressions
about the entrepreneur and the campaign and may
elevate the perception of other signals provided such
as textual descriptions (Scheaf et al. 2018).
We show that visual, potentially emotionally ap-
pea l ing cue s a re the mos t po t en t s igna l s
crowdfunding campaigns can provide. Absent of in-
ducing high attention states, written text often fulfill
a ceremonial role only, where entrepreneurs show
that they conform to expectations (Honig and
Karlsson 2004). Business plans, for example, are
often evaluated to have the right length, form, or
document structure. Written text therefore is mostly
ceremonial; it does reveal that the individual under-
stands the rules of the game (Kirsch et al. 2009).
However, the most important signal are information
that are not easily inferable from written text and
often specific to a given product or business oppor-
tunity and that capture the attention of potential
backers. In videos, potential campaigns are more
likely to be receptive if they see the product in action,
rather than sketches thereof or in an unappealing
context. Obviously, linguistic expressions in text
and speech that are abstract and more emotionally
salient work better in increasing campaign success.
This also opens the door for more experimental
approaches to better understand how visual aesthetics
affect crowdfunding campaign success. How can sub-
tle changes to visual context better transmit the mes-
sage of the crowdfunding campaign and increase re-
ceptivity among potential backers? Body language,
ambience, tone, and voices may all affect how poten-
tial backers react to crowdfunding campaigns. Hence,
we believe that the notion of how information are
visually construed in online campaigns is an area that
warrants further attention for both theory building and
empirical inferences. From a practical perspective, it
becomes important to effectively communicate and
present oneself and the product (Gafni et al. 2019).
An entrepreneurial appearance that suggests creativity
and passion may increase the chances to successfully
pitch for capital contributions (Davis et al. 2017).
6 Implications
“The tendency of these new machines is to replace
human judgment on all levels but a fairly high
one, rather than to replace human energy and
power by machine energy and power.”—Norbert
Wiener, 1949
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To conclude with an example, theMicro (https://www.
kickstarter.com/projects/m3d/the-micro-the-first-truly-
consumer-3d-printer) is a consumer 3D printer from
Bethesda, MA, launched on Kickstarter in April 2014
(Fig. 7). The campaign had the goal to raise $50,000
from the crowd and eventually crossed the bar of more
than $3.4 million, contributed by more than 11,800
backers. In as little as 25 hours, the campaign had raised
over a million dollars already. The campaign highlights
prominently the various insights derived from our
empirical analysis: To begin with, visual information on
the top of the page shows the product in action. Instead of
sketches or still images, the potential consumers can
directly get a “look and feel” on the campaign page
images and video, and learn more about the people
behind the product. As it relates to language employed,
the campaign uses inclusive language that emphasizeswhy
consumers should buy and support the product, and not on
how the product is being used: “The Micro is Designed
For Everyone—Bring your ideas to life, turn them into
businesses, educate, learn, personalize products, make
toys, make jewelry, start a curriculum, run a modern
workshop, and unleash your creativity. The power of cre-
ation is yours.”The linguistic style employs words such as
“fantastic; enjoyable; fun.” Technical specifications and
product features are only introduced after consumers
have been set into a state of high attention and after the
product has been made emotionally appealing and salient.
The campaign page also includes a tentative timeline to
reduce uncertainty about product development and
delivery. Again, this information is shown after a state of
high attention has been induced. Overall, this example of a
successfully funded product (among others) fits well to
predictive features as shown in Section 3.5.
However, the practical implications of this study allow
us to look beyond crowdfunding. As startups nowadays
can be launched in the crowd (i.e., Kickstarter or
Indiegogo), cloud (i.e., Stripe Atlas, AngelList), and as
startup programs invite entrepreneurs to pitch via text
and videos online (i.e., Y Combinator), the proposed
method can be useful for structuring and sorting available
information. In another perspective, our approach is using
crowdsourced labels on viable business ideas, combining
human and computer intelligence. As such, information
Fig. 7 “The Micro: The First Truly Consumer 3D Printer”—The pictures showcase the product’s look and feel, an explanation of benefits
right below the video, as well as potential outcomes and a campaign timeline.
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embedded in textual information and funding success is a
continuous process of semi-supervised learning on busi-
ness ideas, an example of a human-in-the-loop machine
learning system. For the long term, we expect a more
advanced system that mimics the human capabilities of
visual computation in investment decisions. Such a system
has the power to apply artificial intelligence to the evalu-
ation and feedback process of presented venture ideas.
Illumining the complex nature of new venture orga-
nizing offers several academic as well as practical im-
plications. In VC financing, firms are 23 months old
when they obtain funding (Kaplan et al. 2009).
Hence, there are many opportunities to employ
machine-learning techniques to predict the potential
for firms applying for VC funds. This is especially
important, as Kerr et al. (2014) report low correlations
between investor assessments and future funded firm
success. Even more worrisome, VCs often take a pass
on later successful investments. Improving predictions
based on communication characteristics of startups may
allow to better select candidates for VC funding, espe-
cially considering that even experienced investors have
a “bounded rationality” (Simon 1955) and that the ven-
ture market is a market with potential “lemons” (Akerlof
1970).
7 Limitations and future research
Combining metadata of information in product pitches,
we propose a machine-learning approach to train a
vector language model and a logistic classifier in iden-
tifying the features of successful and non-successful
entrepreneurs. The very novelty of this contribution is
the volume of the dataset, comprising not only descrip-
tion but also speech and video-related data.
Applying novel techniques such as machine learn-
ing comes with potential caveats that may point to
future research and areas of potential improvement.
First, our data does not rely on convenience samples
used to study a priori–derived hypotheses. Rather, we
ask more audacious research questions and explore
the data patterns in light of this task. Our research
provides a substantial basis for inductive theory build-
ing, but cannot provide evidence for or against previ-
ously derived hypotheses.
The patterns detected are robust to spuriousness
caused by omitted variables that would imply alternative
explanations to our findings. The neural network
accounts for a multitude of alternative combinations of
variables and higher order interactions. The main tenet
that affects the robustness and replicability, however, is
over-fitting. Our model therefore goes long ways in
assessing the validity and robustness of the estimates
to allow meaningful interpretations. In this light, high-
quality data and diligent analyses are of outmost impor-
tance to make our findings generalizable and replicable.
We rely on several validations; training and prediction
data subsets to ensure that we can infer causality from
the underlying prediction derived.
The defining parameter of “big data” is the fine-
grained nature of the data itself, thereby shifting the
focus away from the number of participants to the
granular information about the individual (George
et al. 2014, 321). Instead of eliciting responses from
consumers, we can directly predict human behavior
based on the response to communicative stimuli in
crowdfunding campaigns. Yet, the underlying motiva-
tion for the respective individual that contributes to the
campaign remains unobservable. It is therefore impor-
tant not to forego alternative data collectionmechanisms
that can further help to delve into the reason why we
observe the patterns we observe. Is it because the prod-
uct was deemed extremely useful? Was the product
technologically advance and geeky? Did the reward
structure offered fit the product benefits presented?
While open data in crowdfunding helps to gain insights
into the broader factors at work, it is, in our view,
important not to leave the micro mechanisms at play
out of sight. Along these lines, moderators of relation-
ships studied in here are equally important to derive
practical implications for different entrepreneurs with
different degrees of innovative new products in different
stages of development.
Even though our model achieves a moderate accura-
cy in predictions with video data, the models can
likely be improved by employing more granular and
accurate data from visual computing API. For descrip-
tion data, available information might be enriched by
applying text recognition (OCR) on images on cam-
paign websites. Most Kickstarter campaigns come with
a variety of images in the description text, containing
important information. The prediction accuracy in
speech data has the potential to be improved by more
accurate transcriptions, or alternative APIs.
One further limitation relates to the nature of our data.
Crowdfunding is a very special investment setting, where
the investment ratio of funders may not always follow
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financial motives. Investors seek unique solutions to
problems they encounter or gadgets they may perceive
as attractive (Gerber et al. 2012). Though past research
has shown that crowdfunders show expertise in invest-
ment decisions, just like professional venture capital in-
vestors (Mollick 2013; Mollick and Nanda 2015), future
research might consider the limitations of crowdfunding
as a training dataset for identifying features of successful
entrepreneurs, for instance in VC startup investments.
Aside from shortcomings in the comparability of VC
and CF startups, we may have also overlooked the fact
that the machine can embed human error and algorithmic
biases in the learning process. If for any reason, a
crowdfunding project raises more than $1 million to
create wristwatches for dogs, the algorithm will learn that
such a product might be a “good” idea. As such, the label
“successful funding” is very constrained in being a mark-
er of business viability. Likewise, the successful funding
has limited explanatory power with regard to the actual
entrepreneurial results. A campaign can be over-funded
but nevertheless entrepreneurially unsuccessful by failing
to deliver products (Mollick 2015). Therefore, future
explorations should consider to extend the label of “suc-
cess” toward measurable economic results such as Ama-
zon listings, an active website, or other measures of a
product’s market performance after crowdfunding (cf.
Stanko and Henard 2017).
Future work on a “predictionmachine” (Agrawal et al.
2018) may also consider the differentiation of features that
relate to people or product. Professional investors often
highlight that people are more important than ideas: As
RonConway, an experienced angel investor, states: “Well,
we invest in people. I’ve been doing this for 21 years, and I
have talked to thousands of entrepreneurs. I’mnot looking
at their idea. I’m looking at: Are they a leader? Are they
focused on their product? Can they attract the team?
What are the co-founders like? I can tell within three
minutes.” (Chafkin 2015). In this regard, founder charac-
teristics, in particular from speech and video content, may
already be implicitly represented in the paragraph vector
space.
Likewise the ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009) and Large
Scale Visual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC) in
visual computing, a similar challenge for predicting
promising startup projects could be of interest for entre-
preneurship research. Prospective research might also
consider a more controlled experimental setting in
which the investment rationale of professional venture
capital investors is being compared to a Bayesian
decision-making system, as outlined. Towards the other
end of this thought, we could also ask: Can machine
learning improve investors’ (or entrepreneurs’)
decision-making through feedback with data? There-
fore, it could also be examined in real-world experi-
ments, how human decisions can be improved by a
supportive machine. This approach would not only
evaluate the precision of the systems but also help to
analyze the benefits of information systems in human–
computer interaction (Licklider 1960). Using artificial
intelligence, we can potentially augment human intelli-
gence in innovation investment decisions and enable
“cyber-human learning loops” (Malone 2018, 234).
8 Conclusion
Recent work in crowdfunding research has focused on
observational studies that allow for causal interpretations
of data by adjusting for observed differences in the char-
acteristics of campaigns (e.g., Chan and Parhankangas
2017; Parhankangas and Renko 2017; Skirnevskiy et al.
2017). Other work has focused on estimating causal
effects using random assignment to experiments using
differences in campaign characteristics as treatment ef-
fects (e.g., Allison et al. 2017; Stevenson et al. 2018;
Younkin and Kuppuswamy 2018). Our study, in contrast,
focuses on prediction to build models that control for
confounding factors and explanatory variables to
crowdfunding campaign success. With our approach,
we extend existing research by new data and methods.
The very novelty of this contribution is the volume of the
dataset, comprising not only description but also speech
and, in particular, video-related data at larger scale.
We derive dialectic particularities in text, speech, and
video characteristics that determine whether or not cam-
paigns are more likely to be successful. Detecting and
understanding the influence that language and visual
information have on the consumer’s perception of
crowdfunding campaigns is difficult and complex, es-
pecially for the human observer. Our machine learning
approach assists in detecting patterns that are difficult
for humans to find, but the intuition derived from the
model still requires human input to make the results
accessible and to interpret them against the background
of theoretical induction subsequently. Accordingly, we
suggest that linguistic expression in text and speech that
are abstract and more emotionally salient work well in
increasing campaign success. The way information are
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conveyed and construed is an area that warrants further
attention for both theory building and empirical
inferences.
As machine learning allows for “algorithmic induc-
tion,” it “yields identical (or highly similar) conclusions
when applied by different observers to the same data”
(Puranam et al. 2018, 1). Consequently, we believe our
findings not to be sample-specific but rather generaliz-
able across datasets. As such, our insights provided are
both reproducible and robust to alternative variants of
crowdfunding datasets used. In summary, we believe
that the application of machine learning to entrepreneur-
ship research brings about unprecedented opportunities
and helps to tackle empirical and theoretical challenges
that hitherto remain inconclusive for various reasons
9 Ethical considerations
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